
Jonusas Radvila Palace 

“The art of the new extension is a deeply humane, deeply thoughtful piece of architecture.” 



Design Vision   

- The main concept is to create a new modern cultural destination for Lithuania as a nation. 

- Create a urban plaza that is active with food and drink and cultural exhibits, this will enhance 
the activity around the site and promote visitor numbers.

- Design a building that is both modern and in keeping with the rich vernacular 
architecture that exists in Vilnius historic core. 

- Design a world class museum experience that if flexible and adaptable for many functions. 

- Create a building that is sustainable and environmentally conscious .

- Design a simple building using local materials that can be low cost to develop and operate. 



Public space for the city 

Modern Architecture - Local Feel 

The proposed design restores the logic of courtyard museums plan, reasserting the clarity of the main axis, balancing the 
different building heights and providing flexible, welcoming visitor facilities to attract a wider local and international audience. 
The project aims to transform the existing assemblage of buildings into a world-class cultural destination within a relaxed and 
enjoyable cultural setting. 

Outside the main museum a new street frontage redefines the museum’s relationship with the city and reasserts the main 
entrance on the public plaza.



3D Perspective image showing the proposed extension in context - the building is designed to blend into the local materiality but with modern architectural massing, 

quality and scale. 

Maximising the site value 

Located on a prominent site in the heart of Vilnius historic core, the project offers locals, tourists, and universities a place to 
educate and exchange ideas. The design is inspired by the local architecture with a protective block that envelopes the site, 
blocking the cold winds and enabling a central internal space to have an enhanced microclimate. 



Birds eye perspective showing the central courtyard with traditional proportions  

Creating a destination 

Visitors can enter the surrounding galleries from the courtyard.  
Potentially out of museum hours the space could regularly hosts a 
variety of social events, including concerts and public performances. 
Designed to do ‘the most with the least’, the fully glazed roof canopy 
builds on structural and environmental themes.  This was first explored in 
the design of the roof of the Great Court at the British Museum, 
bathing the courtyard with natural light.



At the core of the proposal for the museum is the integration of the 
traditional courtyard plan. The central axis has been reasserted with 
the introduction of the principal volume enclosing and  completing the 
courtyard thus becoming internal flexible space. 

Perspective showing the central courtyard with traditional proportions and pure Architecture  
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Analytical Diagram showing served and service spaces 
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Level 1 plan - Showing relation to existing structure and cental courtyard  

Scale 1:250 @ A1
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Level 2 plan - Showing exhibition and flexible space 
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Street elevation showing material relationship between existing and proposed buildings 

Layered terracotta tiles to match existing 
historic area & existing buildings 

Stone plinth to match existing buildings Metal cladding panel Aluminium curtain wall system 

Street perspective showing material selection 

Conceptually, the building’s form is simple.  With a defined stone plinth acting to ground 
the building.  A terracotta floating form representative of the surrounding clay tile roofs. 
Like surrounding buildings, the roof is clad in earth-toned terracotta tiles arranged like 
strata to play with the natural light. 

By sinking the building into the new plaza, it relates in scale to the three other cultural 
buildings in the group.  Balancing the overall composition of the district master plan, whilst 
maximising the internal volume. 

The roof is composed of one large cental roof light, flooding the courtyard with natural 
light.  This increases the height and fans outwards towards the four corners of the cultural 
plaza. 

Modern Architecture - Local Materials 

Local stone 

Terracotta tile 

Existing building 



The space is flexible and efficient – services are integrated with the structure and the gallery can be accessed directly 
by an articulated service lift to install large-scale sculptures, stage and lighting equipment. 

The new buildings anchor an area conceived as a ‘town square’, the Community space will be flexible for large events 
or divided for smaller exhibitions

New construction is combined with the selective refurbishment of the historic buildings, with the new elements woven 
carefully into the grain of the old.

Structurally, the roof is composed of large interconnected poly carbonate sheets that are supported on poly carbonate 
beams allowing the modern uninterrupted views of the sky and maximum natural light penetration. 

Cut away perspective section showing courtyard 



The enclosed courtyard forms the centrepiece of the proposal

At the core of the proposal for the museum is the restoration of the logic of traditional courtyard plans. The central axis has been reasserted with the introduction of the 
principal volume becoming internal and the reopening of that to the north. At the heart of this move is a new grand entrance to the existing museum building, from where 
visitors begin their tour of the galleries. A freestanding glazed structure – ‘a crystal spine’ – has been inserted between the building’s two main volumes to create the views 
outward. Arranged over three floors, providing modern galleries, this new proposal will increase the museum’s exhibition space significantly.  Enabling greater works from 
the collection to be placed on permanent display. When the crystal spine meets the central axis, it partly encloses an existing courtyard in a glass ‘jewel box’. This creates 
spaces for visitor orientation and potentially a café, with a new gallery for special exhibitions beneath.



Modern design 

Designed to be highly energy efficient, the courtyard is naturally lit and all the new galleries have state-of-the-art climate control systems. The gallery spaces are 
configured to allow art to be displayed with an obvious sense of clarity and light. Surrounding the museum, new landscaping is designed to strengthen links with 
the local buildings.  The landscape design follows a Romantic tradition of the city plaza.  The informal planting will draw the greenery of nature into the building and 
surrounding areas. 

The building’s efficient passive design responds to Vilnius’climate. High-level skylights take advantage of the building’s north and north-west orientation, using 
natural light to aid orientation while minimising solar gain and ensuring the optimum environment for the works of art. A high-performance enclosure further reduces 
energy use. The roof, which accounts for 70 per cent of the exposed surface area, is insulated to twice building code requirements and, with just 10 per cent 
glazing, maintenance requirements are also minimised.  



The building structure and finish is designed to be sustainably sourced cross laminated 
timber, CLT.  

In the current environmental situation it is integral that every new building and extension 
is fully considered and it would be wrong for us to propose any solution that isn’t the 
most sustainable and environmentally sensitive solution. 

CLT is a renewable locally produced material that is essentially a carbon store.  We think 
with its location and prefabrication techniques it is an essential material for this building.  
The wood panels are exposed and unfinished and add a beautiful rich natural feel to the 
building.  Exposing the timber avoids using chemical paints and materials to decorate 
the structure, this is both environmentally sustainable and healthier for the visitors.    

The building must be sustainable 

The space is flexible and efficient – services are integrated with the structure and the 
galleries exposed CLT finish is both subtle and beautiful. 

The roof has been carefully designed to combine renewable energy generation systems. 
It is arranged on angled surfaces to avoid snow accumulation, while allowing daylight to 
enter the deepest parts of the building. These energy efficient systems together with the 
photo voltaic panels will potentally generate a third of the building’s total energy demand.

Exploded axonometric diagram showing building volumes and materials 
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Controlling the solar energy gain inside 
the units during summer through 
its windows balances the energy 
consumption of the envelope

Having cross ventilation in every unit 
creates a natural flow of clean air into 
the unit reducing the loads of cooling

Taking advantage of orientation to 
light every space naturally while using 
cantilevers to protect the building

Using low volat i le organic 
compound emit t ing mater ia ls 
improves qual i ty of  a i r  and 
heal th of  residents

The basement provides space to park 
and store bikes promoting healthy 
and clean transportation around the 
city

Solar shading elements are used where 
required depending on the orientation 
to minimize unwanted energy gain

Ventilated facades not only means 
a more modern and sensitive 
construction method but also reduces 
the energy gain of the facade exposed 
to the sun being naturally cooled down

Taking advantage of BIM 
technology we gain more 
control into the design and 
construction process being 
able to maximize resources.
Potential problems on site 
are minimized thanks to clash 
detection during design stages.

Local stones and materials are used 
throughout the project preserving 
the essence of the site and reducing 
transportation

Local planting for all the greenery to 
preserve the character of the place 
and reduce unnecessary water usage

Creating spaces with mixed 
use assures that everyone can 
enjoy them while keeping them 
active during all day

Green roofs allow for rainwater 
collection to use it for watering 
greenery
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First floor building area BUA  =  2019 m2 
Parking area     = 2587 m2 

First floor building area BUA  =  1713 m2 Ground floor building area BUA  =  3209 m2 

Total BUA      =  6941 m2 
Parking area     = 2587 m2 

B1 L1 L2



Simple Forms - Rich Materials 

Image showing the plaza and entrance to the museum.  It’s simplicity contrasts beautifully with the decorative surrounding buildings. 



Grand central courtyard

A freestanding glazed structure – ‘a crystal spine’ – has 
been inserted between the building’s two main volumes 
to create the views outward. 

Arranged over three floors, and providing modern 
galleries this new proposal will increase the museum’s 
exhibition space significantly, enabling greater works 
from the collection to be placed on permanent display.

Where the crystal spine meets the central axis, it partly 
encloses an existing courtyard in a glass ‘jewel box’. 
This creates spaces for visitor orientation and potentially 
a café, with a new gallery for special exhibitions beneath.

The enclosure of the building’s grand central courtyard 
was created by a desire to transform the public’s 
experience of the museum and provide the Institution 
with one of the largest event spaces in Vilnius.



Activating the Street 

The image shows the pavillion block housing restaurants, bars and cafes.  The block is carefully positioned to create a retail street and define the city plaza.  The 
thoughtful inclusion of these activities add to this multifunctional cultural destination.  Trees are essential to soften the retail street, pulling greenery into the site through 
the courtyard. A public route through the site draws life into the heart of the development, allowing people to glimpse the energy and vitality of the new museum complex.



Playing with Light and Materiality 

A surrounding void connecting to the existing and proposed volumes creates a dynamic play of light and shade internally, while illuminating the building from within to 
create a beacon for the new cultural quarter at night. Visitors approach via a simple opening in the lower volume and are taken directly to the sunken plaza to create 
an informal amphitheatre. The arrival sequence culminates in a dramatic overview of the Grand Gallery. Further exhibition spaces, with state-of-the-art climate controls, 
are placed around the courtyard of the museum potentally a children’s gallery, café and support spaces are arranged around the sunken courtyards to draw in daylight.



Building Mass and Scale 

Outside the main museum a new single story pavillion redefines the museum’s relationship with the city and reasserts the main entrance on the public plaza.



Creating an Urban Destination 

The creation of this urban city space is an integral part of the project. Railings, hoardings and parked cars will be banished and the space in front of the building extended to create a pedestrianised plaza– a 
new social focus and an appropriate setting for the city square. 

Lined with café tables and thronged with people, the square will reinvigorate the social and cultural life of Vilnius. Together with these urban interventions, the proposal shows how a building project, backed by 
an enlightened political initiative, can provide a powerful catalyst for reinvigorating the social and physical fabric of the city. 

It is hoped that these two aspects will complement each other, activate each other and prolong the use of the territory even during the museum’s non-working hours.  The design also includes a new museum 
shop and a new cafe with al-fresco garden seating which, like the new pavilion spaces, can operate independently of the museum to activate the cultural urban destination throughout the day and at night.



New woven carefully into the grain of the old

New construction is combined with the selective refurbishment of the historic buildings, with the new elements woven carefully into the grain of the old.



Modern and Local 

Image showing the plaza and entrance to the museum, simplicity in contrast with the decorative surrounding buildings, a perfect solution. 



Extending the museum’s influence beyond opening hours

Image showing the potential for the museum to be operated late into the evening with guests coming to dine and explore. 



Jonusas Radvila Palace - A Modern Building seamlessly integrated into local context............ 


